ATTENTION:

07 February 2021

ObjectionsPlanning@joburg.org.za

Proposed rezoning of 92 Osborne Road, Norwood
The owner of 92 Osborne Road, Norwood (Rem Erf 163, Norwood), has submitted an application
to rezone the property from Residential 1 to Residential 3, at a density of 70 du/hectare, for the
purposes of building 9 dwelling units on the site.
We have two objections to the proposed rezoning:
1.
The proposal is not consistent with the Grant Avenue Precinct Plan
The Grant Avenue Precinct Plan was formulated in 2016, and subsequently adopted by Council,
and provides a framework for land use in Grant Avenue and in Norwood. Among its
recommendations was to allow densification for residential purposes in the vicinity of Grant
Avenue, with maximum densities along Grant Avenue of up to 70 duh, and then declining down
to 20 duh to the west of Grant Avenue in Norwood (see Appendix A).
If the proposed rezoning were to be allowed, it would be in contradiction to the Grant Avenue
Precinct Plan, and would create a density in the quietest part of residential Norwood that is
equivalent to Grant Avenue itself. This would detrimentally impact the residential amenity of the
surrounding area.
2.
The proposal would require the demolition of the oldest house in Norwood, itself a fine example
of Edwardian residential architecture in Johannesburg
The house on 92 Osborne Road was built in 1911 for TR Jones. It is the oldest remaining building in
Norwood, and one of the oldest intact bungalows in Johannesburg. It is a fine example of
residential Edwardian architecture. Though not well maintained, it is virtually unchanged from
the original design – plans of which are attached as an appendix.
We believe that the applicant is disingenuous in submitting a rezoning application without first
submitting an application to the PHRAG, as the rezoning would necessitate the demolition of
these structures. This matter has been brought to the attention of the PHRAG by the
Johannesburg Heritage Foundation.

We believe that the applicant in the rezoning is motivated by greed, and has not properly
considered the surrounding residential context, existing precinct plans, and heritage legislation.
Norwood Oaklands Residents Association will exercise all rights available to it in opposing the
proposed rezoning and demolition of existing structures.

Yours sincerely,

Brendan Lombard
Committee Member

Appendix A: Grant Avenue Precinct Plan zoning rights

Appendix B: Original Plans of 92 Osborne Road

